From the Urban Planning and Governance to the Challenges of Recovering Ukrainian Cities and Territories

Tuesday, June 28, 2022 | 12:30-14:00 | Multifunction Hall Room 2

The International Union of Architects (UIA) in partnership with UN Habitat and the National Union of Architects of Ukraine (NSAU) invites you to a hybrid discussion on the challenges of recovering Ukrainian cities and territories.

Moderated by:

Isteliana Atanassova
Region II Vice-President
UIA

Jose Luis Cortes
UIA President

Filip Decorte
UN-Habitat
Emergency Director

Oleksiy Chernyshov
Minister for Communities & Territories Development Ukraine

Oleksandr Chyzhevskyi
NSAU President
Ukraine

Lidia Chyzhevska
National Expert on Spatial Planning
NSAU, Ukraine

Ihor Terekhov
Mayor of Kharkiv
Ukraine

Tatyana Polivanova
Kharkiv Chief Architect
Ukraine

Sehrii Chechelnytskyi
NSAU Vice-President & Kharkiv Former Chief Architect
Ukraine

Angela Baldellou
Director, UIA Affordable Housing Activation Forum
CSCAE/UIA, Spain

Philippe Capelier
Co-director, UIA Social Habitat Work Programme
France

Gulnara Roll
Regional Advisor-Forests Land and Housing Division
UN Economic Commission for Europe

Gaetan Siew
UIA Past President
Mauritius

Szymon Wojciechowski
SARP, Poland

Haris Piplas
Expert on Spatial Planning
NSAU, Ukraine

With simultaneous interpretation in English / Ukrainian

Online registration requested before 25 June 2022 at https://www.unevents.org/Home/Register

Only registered participants will be able to join the online discussion on 28 June 2022 via the WUF11 mobile and web Apps